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USD/INR


IMPORTANT DYNAMICS AT PLAY : RBI has been buying $/INR via forwards and futures to avoid
adding to the already 5 lakh crore of rupee liquidity. An unintended consequence of such a move has
been that forward premium or forward yield (spread of USDINR forward contracts over spot) has
widened significantly. 1 year forward yield has touched 4 year highs at 5.2%.



High forward yield is incentivizing offshore speculators to sell USDINR in both NDF as well as in the
domestic market. Hence, USDINR is unable to move higher. However, at the same time, RBI has
become the biggest buyer of $. High forward premium is also discouraging importers from hedging.
The result is a stalemate. Volatility has collapsed. Once the deadlock breaks and USDINR drifts lower,
there can be sharp move towards 72.00 levels.



High forward yield can also deter FPI inflows into long term bonds, as spread between 1 year forward
yield and 5 or 10 year GOIsec is less than 100 bps. An FPI may find it worthwhile to switch from bond
play to carry trade, and avoid taking a risk on interest rates at this stage of the cycle.

EUR/USD

&
EUR/INR


There is an ongoing telephonic call between heads of state of China and US. Media reports suggest
that US is not keen to change the existing tariffs. US will look at new targeted restrictions on
sensitive technology exports to China. At the same time, review is being done of the trade policy.



US Fed chief Jerome Powell said US economy remains long way from a full recovery and her urged
Congress to swiftly act on the new fiscal package. Stance of monetary policy will remain
accommodative. All in all, a cocktail of loose fiscal policy and loose monetary policy is –ve for USD.



TRADE BIAS: EURINR is a buy on decline with stop below 87.50 for 89.50.



LEVELS TO WATCH: Support @ 88.20 & 87.90 on Feb fut. Resistance @ 88.60 & 88.95.

GBP/USD

&
GBP/INR


UK is quickly vaccinating its population. At the same time, UK government may announce another
fiscal stimulus before end of March. This will allow the economy to benefit from a potent cocktail
during summer.



As the UK economy will re-open, pent up demand, coupled with fiscal / monetary push can create a
strong up leg in the economy. GBP is pricing that in and so is the UK stock market.



TRADE BIAS: With GBPUSD being bullish, GBPINR remains a buy on decline. GBPINR may face stiff
resistance near 101.00/101.20 zone on Feb futures. Above 101.20, it can aim for 101.70/102.00



LEVELS TO WATCH: Support @ 100.70 & 100.35 on Feb fut. Resistance @ 101.20 & 101.70.

USD/JPY

&
JPY/INR



A broad based weakness in the US Dollar has impacted USDJPY. The pair has pulled back. A re-test of
104.20 region may occur, where fresh long positions can be considered.



TRADE BIAS: JPYINR has been oscillating between 68.80 and 72.00 for the past 10 months. With prices
near the lower end of the range, fresh shorts are not advisable. Longs can be done near 69.00 with stop
below 68.70.



LEVELS TO WATCH: Support @ 69.00 & 68.80 on Feb fut. Resistance @ 69.55 & 69.80.
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The three macro factors that drive the value of USDINR: (i) Carry trade done by speculators by selling
USDINR forwards/futures and rolling it (ii) capital flows including FPI flows (iii) RBI intervention.



Alongwith macro and technical factors, Intermarket has significant impact on USDINR. Keep an eye on
(i) US Dollar Index (ii) Global equity indices (iii) Oil prices (iii) Asian currencies against US Dollar



Debt investments are lackluster. A combination of rising US yields, fear of inflation, massive GoI
borrowing is keeping FPIs away.

TACTICAL
BETS

FX PAIR

POSITIONAL VIEW (1 to 2 MONTH)

USD/INR

Primary trend remains DOWN. RBI has single handedly kept the USD breathing above 73.00 on
Feb futures, but for how long. Higher carry and expected surge in USD liquidity can weigh down
even more on the pair. Therefore, sell on rise for a target of 72.00 on first month futures.

EUR/INR

As long as EURUSD maintains the uptrend by holding above 1.20 levels and moving towards
1.2350, EURINR will remain a buy on decline with SL below 87.50 for a target of 89.50.

GBP/INR

GBPUSD and GBPINR can continue to move higher as global asset managers rebalances their
holdings of UK assets from underweight to par. GBPINR is a buy on decline with SL below 99.50
for a target of 102.00/102.50

JPY/INR

JPYINR has achieved our target of 69.00/69.20. At these levels, fresh shorts are not advised. One
can buy near 69.00 with stop below 68.70 on a daily closing basis. Target for a return to
70.00/70.20 levels

*** For intra-day and short term calls kindly refer to our trading calls issues via email ***
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